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Abstract
This project explores the national identity of
people of the Alsace region of France, which lies on
the northeast border with Germany. This region
alone contains six dialects that intertwine French
and German. Germany defeated France and annexed
Alsace in 1871, but the region returned to France
following Germany’s defeat in World War I. The
territory was then occupied by Germany and was
officially part of the Greater German Reich, yet
Alsace was never officially annexed back to
Germany. The culture of this region is not only a
mix of the two nationalities due to shifting national
borders, but due to the land historically being a
territory that is traded in treaties out of many wars,
specifically World War I and II. By interviewing
three generations of Alsatians, I sought to discover
what national identity they maintain, as well as their
perspectives on their regional history. This project is
important because it is rooted it in an international
debate of identity crisis, specifically national
identity.

Methodology
The project was addressed through three different
aspects.
The first method I interviewed families that held
at least three generations and lived in the Alsace
region.
The second method I interviewed individuals
around the cities of Strasbourg and Colmar,
France. This method avoids similar family
ideology by speaking with unrelated
correspondents.
The third method took historical archives in
Strasbourg and Paris, France in order to grasp a
foundation of records on families within this
region.

Introduction
My general purpose in analyzing what impacts
the historical outcomes of wars have had on this
region is to discover how individuals are affected by
large changes in their past and present. While
maintaining a specific focus on individual’s national
identity, language soon became a wide area of
focus. In this region, dialects were a large difference
in culture throughout making this project reach a
scope beyond national identities.

Conclusion
Overall, this project was able to identify that
there is a current day generational discrepancy
stemming from World War II. The region of
Alsace remains a very historically marked region
of Europe that represents cultures mixing through
governmental and political actions. This project is
now ongoing as it has opened up a linguistic based
area to continue to research as history impacts
areas everyday.
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Discussion

This project revolves around interviewing
families mainly within the Alsace region,
individuals in Alsace, as well as a few people
outside the physical Alsace region. For example,
one family interviewed was the Ferré family. They
have lived in Strasbourg, France from before World
War I until present day. Mrs. Ferré, age 92,
identified herself as a European rather than French,
at first. In speaking with her in French, her first
language, she spoke with certain German words
showing how her culture and language was a type of
mixture between French and German. The Ferré
family was overwhelmingly diverse in societal
opinions, yet all identified as European.
However, when interviewing the younger
generations of families and individuals who live in
Alsace, generation X as well as Millennials
identified themselves as French in addition to
European. By furthering research on individuals,
this project was able to develop a wider range of
perspectives.
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